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Phase Transition in synthetic Troegerite at Room Temperature
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Abstract

A reversible phase transition from a tetragonal (high temperature) to a low symmetry (low
temperature) form has been observed in synthetic troegerite (H,(uo,),(Ason), . g H,o).
Observed transition temperature ranges from 18"C to 28'C. Under the influence of a strong
electric field the transition temperature decreases.

DTe curves show an endothermic peak in the vicinity of 25'C; no dehydration occurs since
Tce curves show no weight loss up to 85.C.

If the tetragonal crystals are slowly cooled past the transition temperature, the low tempera-
ture form becomes visible as sets of anisotropic domains and sub-domains in the optically
isotropic basal plates.

Domains probably arise as a result of the asymmetric distortion of the lattice accompanying
the transformation from the tetragonal to the low symmetry form on cooling. Despite the
biaxial optics, precession films of the twinned crystals showed a geometrically tetragonal cell
and no evidence of twinnine.

Introduction

Troegerite, Hr(UOr)r(AsOr)z . 8 HrO may be
considered a member of the metatorbernite group.
Members o,f this group conform to the formula:
A'(UO2XO), . nHrO where A may be almost any
monovalent or divalent cation, and X may be p or
As; n ranges from 8 to 2.

While the unit cell obtained by X-ray study is
tetragonal, there is morphological and optical evi-
dence in the literature that the true symmetry of
several minerals in this group is lower than tetrag-
onal; twinning, sectoral crystals, and an anomalous
biaxial character are cited (Donnay and Donnay,
19ss ).

The biaxial character has been reported as being
due to strain (as in metatorbernite) or to be de-
pendent on the water content of the crystals (as in
meta autunite) (Palache, Berman, and Frondel,
1966, p. 991, 985). Nuffield and Milne (1953)
believe that the biaxiality in metauranocircite is due
to the distribution of the water molecules within the
structure. Referring to twinning, they state that the
twinning observed optically is an indication of an
irregular arrangement of water molecules and does
not represent a true twinning of the structure. De-
spite the biaxial optics, rotation and Weissenberg

films showed a geometrically tetragonal cell. In his
detailed studies of several members of the group,
Walenta (1963, 1964, 1965) noticed twinning and
biaxial character in some natural and synthetic
samples and considered the distribution of the water
molecules to be responsible for those efiects. He
found that twinning and the coexistence of uniaxial
and biaxial areas was frequent in crystals of meta-
uranocircite.

Palache, Berman, and Frondel (L966, p. 967)
report that natural troegerite was considered mono-
clinic by Schrauf in 1871, but that Goldschmidt in
1899 interpreted it as probably tetragonal, even
though the optical properties of the mineral indicate
monoclinic symmetry. Weiss e/ al (1957), whtle
studying crystals from Schneeberg, observed that
the basal plates showed isotropic areas merging into
birefringent ones; the difierent zones were some-
times arranged in a reticular array. Weiss et al
considered that the different areas represented troeg-
erite with different water contents, the birefringent
zones corresponding to a form rich in water.

All the minerals of the metatorbernite group
exhibit isomorphous replacement and a water con-
tent dependent on temperature and water vapor
pressure; the optical properties may vary therewith,
as shown by Beintema (1938) for autunite. Hence,
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it is difficult to compare the optical properties of
natural samples from different localities.

To circumvent this difficulty, Mrose (1953) pre-
pared and studied synthetic uranospinites. She re-
po'rted the formula H2(UOr)r(AsO+)z'8 HzO for
synthetic hydrogen-uranospinite (synthetic troeger-
ite) air dried at room temperature. X-ray rotation
and Weissenberg films showed it to be tetragonal,
a = 7.16 A, c - 8.80 A, probable space group
P4/nmm. Walenta reported a = 7.t24, c :
17.48 A for synthetic troegerite (Strunz, 1970,
p. 354).

The present paper describes a reversible phase
transformation from a high-temperature tetragonal
form to a low-symmetry (pseudo-tetragonal) low-
temperature form that occurs at roorn temperature
in synthetic troegerite.

Experimental

Crystals of synthetic troegerite averaging 2 x
2 x 0.5 mm were prepared according to the method
given by Mrose (1953). The phase obtained was
identified as synthetic troegerite from its powder
pattern. (AsrIu card No. 8-326). Crystals chosen
for study were stored in the mother liquor at rooffr
temperature, dried with a filter paper, quickly
washed with water, and air dried. During optical
observation they were kept under silicon oil to pre-
vent any change in water content.

As O0l reflections are particular$ sensitive to
changes in water content and the micaceous char-
acter of the sample allows easy orientation on
(001 ), diffractometer rocords of oriented samples
were taken at di.fterent temperatures to detect any
change in the degree of hydration.

When non-oriented samples were X rayed, the
necessary reduction in size was accomplished by
fine chopping of the crystals with a razor blade.
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FIc. 1. Typical differential thermal analysis
curve for synthetic troegerite.

MorphologY

Synthetic troegerite is obtained as thin {001}
square plates. The larger crystals are eight-sided
in outline, the edges of the plates being commonly
modified by dipyramidal forms whose presence is
apparent only under the petrographic microscope.
Except for the faces of the pinacoid {001}, which
give excellent reflections, the crystals are of poor
quality for optical goniometry. The forms observed
are: {001} dominant;  {110},  {011},  {11'2},  {100},
common; {123} uncertain. The axial ratio derived
from goniometer measurements is a:c = l:2.44,
which agrees with the ratio calculated from the
unit cell parameters given in the literature for syn-
thetic troegerite. Mrose's X-ray diffraction data give,
after doubling c, a'.c = I:2.48; Walenta's results,
(S t runz ,  1 .97O,  p .354)  lead to  a ' .c  =  l :2 .45 .

On the other hand, neither the axial ratio nor the
forms reported for natural troegerite (Palache, Ber-
man, and Frondel, 1966, p. 966) arc in good agree-
ment with those reported for synthetic material.

Thermal Study

Differential thermal analyses of synthetic troeger-
ite were made from -30'C to about 50'C with
a heating rate of 15'C per minute. The Dra curve
(Fig. 1) is characterized by the presence of an
endothermic peak at about ?5oC; this peak was
not observed when the sample was loosely packed
or the heating rate was high.

A Tce curve shows that dehydration occurs above
85'C; no weight loss was recorded in the 10'-85'C
range.

Phase Transition r

A reversible phase transition from a tetragonal
(Phase I) to a low symmetry (low temperature)
form (Phase II) has been observbd in the synthetic
troegerite. The transition temperature varies for
different batches of crystals, but is constant for
crystals of the same batch. Observed transition
temperatures ranged from 18oC to 28'C.

The behavior observed under the polarizing mi-
crosco,pe was the same for all crystals examined.
Above the transition temperature thin basal plates
of troegerite are homogeneous, isotropic, uniaxial,
and negative; no twinning, sectoral crystals, or
anomalous biaxial character was obseryed. If the
plates, slowly cooled past the transition temperature,
are observed between crossed polarizing prisms
with parallel light and perpendicular incidence, an-



isotropic domains become visible in the isotropic,
tetragonal matrix. These domains disappear when
the sample is heated above the transition tempera-
ture, only to reappear in related but distinctly
altered configurations when the crystal is cooled
again through the transition temperature. If the
temperature is kept constant after the transition
has started, the relative proportion of the two phases
does not change with time. The anisotropic domains
resemble long, slender "pe.ncils" with tapered ends,
which_ grow in the forward direction until stopped
by another domain oriented at 9Oo. On further
cooling there is a slight increment in their width and
new domains suddenly appear in the tetragonal
matrix until practically all the crystal is transformed
into two groups of low symmetry domains, of equal
volumes, oriented at 90o to each other (Fig. 2a);
the crossing of the domains produces a checker-
board pattern. The length of the domains is essen-
tially parallel to (110) tetragonal. The extinction
looks homogeneous, at 45o from the length of the
domains, and parallel to (100) tetragonal. Observa-
tion with a gypsum plate shows that parallel do.
mains alternate their vibration directions and could
be interpreted as twin-related lamellar individuals
With composition planes parallel to { 110} tetragonal.
In plain unpolarized light the domain walls are
visible as flne striae because of the differences in
refractive indices in neighboring domains. If pres-
sure is applied with a needle, domains move and
change their orientations. Thermal shock gives rise
to a fine grid type array of many small domains.

If crystals, just picked from the mother liquor,
are slowly cooled and observed while the transition
is taking place for the first time, each crystal shows
only a few broad domains. Observation in a uni-
versal stage with oblique illumination, between
crossed polarizing prisms, shows that each domain
is a composite of several subdomains (Fig. 2b).
These subdomains have an irregular shape and are
usually bounded by planes nearly parallel to the
{10O} and {110} planes of the tetragonal matrix.
Their boundary walls cannot be observed with
perpendicular incidence as there is only a very slight
difference in refractive indices of neighboring sub-
domains. The subdomains in each domain can be
grouped into two sets, according to the orientation
of the optical indicatrix. One of the principal axes
of the ellipsoids, lying on the plane of the plates,
is common to both sets and is parallel to the direc-
tion of maximum refractive index; a second axis
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makes an angle of approximately 7" with the plane
of the plates, pointing alternately downwards or
upwards in neighboring subdornains (Fig. 3).

The observable optical properties are limited by
the small size of the subdomains. In convergent
light a flash figure is obtained; the acute bisectrix
is probably nearly perpendicular to (001) tetragonal
and the optical character is negative, but the possi-
bility of an obtuse bisectrix flgure is not absolutely
ruled out.

The lamellar domains and the irregularly shaped
subdomains appear simultaneously at the transition

b

FIc. 2. Domain structure in a crystal of synthetic
troegerite: (a) Perpendicular incidence. Picture printed
from black and white film made from a color plate. Blue
domains appear here a little darker than yellow ones.
(b) Composite structure of domains, The universal stage
was rotated so that all four types of subdomains occurring
in a twinned crystal are visible.
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temperature. When the low-temperature form is
heated, the difference in optical orientation between
suMomains slowly disappears; domains multiply and
thin domains appear inside those already present;
sometimes a twisted structure is observed (Fig. a).
On further heating the crystals reverse to the tetra-
gonal phase. Now the extinction in the basal plates is
not always homogeneous, an inhomogeneous extinc-
tion due to residual tensions beins sometimes ob-

b

Frc. 3. Reversal of subdomains: (a) Line drawing from
Figure 2b, showing subdomain structure. Notice subdomain
walls at approximately 45" from domain walls. (b) Line
drawing showing half of suMomains reversed by rotation
through an extinction position (black and striped areas).
Rotation axis E-W. These subdomains belong to dornains
appearing dark in Figure 2. There is no change in contrast
of subdomains belonging to the second set of domains
(white and stippled areas).
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Frc. 4. Synthetic troegerite. Twisted structure appearing
gradually as the sample is heated.

served. Domains and subdomains reappear in al-
tered configurations after the sample is cooled again
through the transition. As the crystal repeatedly un-
dergoes the phase change, the domains 'appear as
thinner and thinner lamellae; no subdomains were
visible in the very thin lamellae and broad domains
never reappear in such crystals.

In several crystals a superposition of two slightly
rotated arrays of anisotropic domains has been
observed.

No single crystal diffraction study of the low
temperature form could be performed, since such
crystals are invariably twinned; (ftft0) precession
photographs of the twinned crystals failed to show
any departure from tetragonal symmetry.

Crystals of synthetic troegerite dehydrate when
kept in a vacuum at room temperature for several
minutes. A low temperature form is no longer visible
in the dehydrated sample, even if cooled to -20'C.

This behavior precluded the study of the transition
in the electron microscope.

A depression of the transition temperature caused
by an applied electric field parailt{ to (100) or (110)
tetragonal has been observed. A detailed study of
the influence of an electric field on the physical
properties of synthetic troegerite will be published
elsewhere.

Discussion

Significant aspects of this study may be sum-
marized as follows: (1) Synthetic troegerite has a
highJow inversion near room temperature. (2) The
transition is reversible and non-quenchable. A first



order phase transition is inferred from the presence
of a peak in the Dre curve. As shown by Tce
curves, no dehydration is involved. (3) The char-
acter of the domain and subdomain pattern observed
in the low temperature form implies that the low-
symmetry phase must be a derivative structure of
the distortion type (Buerger, 1947).It results from
the basic tetragonal structure by the suppression
of several sets of operations in its point group;
the only symmetry elements preserved are possibly
a twofold axis or a symmetry plane.

The presence of domains and their mutual orien-
tation must be the result of a mechanism opposing
the development of large strains. These strains may
be avoided if the direction of asymmetric distortion
is different in alternate small regions so as to prc-
duce a macroscopically undistorted crystal. In those
alternate small regions the lattice deformation occurs
in crystallographically equivalent directions of the
parent tetragonal phase.

Transitions similar to the one just described for
synthetic troegerite may be anticipated to occur in
other members of the metatorbernite group.

We believe the transition temperature to be com-
position sensitive. The variable composition due to
isomorphous replacements so common in minerals
of the group might result in the occurrence of both
the high and low symmetry forms at ambient tem-
perature. This possibility could account for the
optical anomalies frequently reported and would
explain the discrepancies found in the literature
concerning the crystallography of some members
of the metatorbernite group.
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